
INTRODUCTION

The research in nano domain is growing exceptionally

fast due to the unique and desirable applications of nanomate-

rials in different fields like bio-detection, electrical sensing,

transistor building and wide photon electron interaction1. The

distinctiveness of nanomaterial is attributed to the quantum

confinement of electron, charge tunneling effect and enlarged

surface area2,3. Moreover, the quantum mechanical approach

states that distribution of electron and energy level deep within

the bulk crystal differ from their surface. The surface atoms

and interior atoms of the bulk crystals always develop some

junction and these are also different with reference to their

properties4. The generation of nanomaterials is thus a strategy

to convert bulk materials as a whole into its surface, where

there is no E-V junction and study the nature of the surface

atoms. The exposition of surface is significant for their catalytic

activities in heterogeneous reactions, as for catalysis just the

surface atoms of any solid material are required. Thus nano-

materials are good candidate as they provide more surfaces

for catalysis and other heterogeneous reactions5. Moreover,

these are also more appropriate materials to study the nature

of surface atoms of any bulk materials.

The XPS is proved to be a suitable technique that can

determine the nature of surface atoms of any material except

H in solid state. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy uses X-rays
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radiations that can penetrate from 1 to 10 nm deep inside the

sample and can eject the core electrons. Thus, these rays are

helpful to measure the average characteristic binding energy

of surface atoms of any element within the range of 10 nm

and their nature6,7. However, the binding energy of any metal

material is shifted toward higher energy state when it is

converted into nano dimension8,9. This phenomenon correlates

with the loose packing, more charge, reduced size and also

with the existence of plasma over the surface of nanostructures.

Herein, the Ag 1D (nanowires) and 3D (nanoparticles)

nanostructures have been fabricated using polyol reduction

method, using PVP as capping agent10,11. The product was

sonicated and washed using organic solvents like acetone,

ethanol and acetonitrile. The binding energy of as such prepared

nanostructures was measured by XPS, which scanned the data

upto 10 nm interior of the sample. To obtain the binding energy,

limited to the surface atoms of different Ag nanostructures,

these were gradually coated by polycarbazole from thickness

of 5 to 8 nm, so that the XPS can only be made to probe the

binding energy of just surface atoms within the range of 2 nm.

The polymer encapsulation was obtained under inert condi-

tions. This strategy was designed for the first time to study the

nature of Ag surface atoms from 10-2 nm deep inside of its

nanostructures.

Thus the obtained data gave the binding energy of pure

Ag nanowires and nanoparticles and also binding energy of
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their gradual encapsulated forms. In this way, it enabled us to

correlate the binding energy of Ag nanowires and nanoparticles

and also their interior and superior atoms. The experimental

data revealed that binding energy of Ag nanowires and Ag

nanoparticles are comparable. However, the binding energy

of nanoparticles is more intense due to more exposure of its

surface as compared to nanowires. This study helped to realize

that the polymerization under inert environment prevented the

surface oxidation, which is major cause of peaks shift in our

previous work10. This study also proved that metal nanostruc-

tures can suppress the bending vibrations of organic polymer

due to its own transmission and evolve these bending vibra-

tions, when polymer thickness is increased. Moreover, the

experiment is significant to develop a strategy to protect the

nano metal's materials against surface oxidation by encapsu-

lating with polymer and increasing its thickness.

EXPERIMENTAL

Silver nitrate (99.8 %), ethanol (99.8 %), ethylene glycol

(96 %), acetonitrile (95 %) and acetone (99.5 %), were

purchased from Beijing Shiji. PVP (K30) was bought from

Fuchen Chemical Reagent Company, Tianjin. Carbazole

monomer (95 %) was bought from Shanghai Zhixin Chemical

Industry Co. Ltd., and was recrystallized in 1:1 of n-hexane/

isopropanol before use. Cupric acetate (98 %) was bought from

Beijing Yili Chemical Reagent Company.

The silver nanostructures were prepared by our own

designed method12, where 10 mL, 0.1M AgNO3 and PVP

solutions were prepared in ethylene glycol and added dropwise

into a pre-heated 10 mL ethylene glycol at 160 and 120 °C.

The reacting mixture was stirred for 1 h and stopped when

grey color of product persisted. The 160 °C temperature was

found suitable for synthesis of uniform Ag nanowires and

120 °C temperature was found suitable for synthesis of spherical

Ag nanoparticles. The as prepared material was washed using

acetone, ethanol and acetonitrile to remove complete PVP and

ethylene glycol and observed under electron microscope and

recorded their binding energy using XPS.

The as prepared nanostructures were then coated by poly-

carbazole using surface polymerization of carbazole monomer

in dark box and under N2 environment. In this process, first

the Cu2+ ions were adsorbed onto the nanostructures and then

mixed them into 10 mL, 0.1 M of carbazole monomer in

acetonitrile. The mixture was stirred from 60-72 h to obtain

different thickness of polymer around nanostructures. The

product was again washed with ethanol and observed by TEM

and HR-TEM to measure the polymer thickness. Moreover,

the binding energy of pure Ag nanostructures and their

encapsulated forms with polymer of different thickness was

determined by XPS.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The morphology of the silver nanomaterials and its polymer

encapsulation was observed by TEM (HI-TACHI-800 operated

at 200 kV) and HR-TEM (FEI TECNAI F20). The polymer

was characterized by FT-IR (Bruker Tensor37) and Raman

(Renishaw plc, UK equipped with a 25 mW (632.8 nm) He-

Ne laser). The binding energy of Ag nanostructures from

interior to surface is determined by XPS (Thermo VG Escalab

250).

The morphology of as synthesized material was observed

under TEM. The material, which was synthesized at 160 °C,

exhibited its morphology as nanowires. According to the Fig. 1a,

the nanowires were appeared to be exclusive and uniformt

product. Their diameter is within the range of 60-80 nm and

length is few microns. Similarly the product, which was synthe-

sized at 120 °C is shown as spherical nanoparticles. Fig. 1b

displayed the diameter of these nanoparticles within the range

of 45-60 nm in diameter. The TEM pictures, displayed in Fig.

1a,b reflected the smooth surface of both nanostructures, which

are in form of nanowires and nanoparticles.

Fig. 1. TEM photograph of (a) Ag nanowires and (b) Ag nanoparticles

Both types of the nanostructures, after 60 h of reactions,

were again observed under TEM and HR-TEM and enclosing

polymer was displayed in Fig. 2a-c, respectively. The HR-

TEM further clearly differentiated the polymer and metal phase

and polymer thickness was measured as 5 ± 1 nm. Transmission

electron microscope and HR-TEM also revealed almost even

growth of polymer which consolidated that surface growth

polymerization is good technique for uniform coating. During

the growing process polymer also proved helpful to inter

connect the nanoparticles, while avoiding their direct contact.

Furthermore, the TEM and HR-TEM data of polymer

coating after 72 h of reaction was obtained, which is shown in
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Fig. 3a-c, respectively. Due to the prolongation of time the

thickness of polymer coating increased from 5 ± 1 to 8 ± 1 nm

as displayed by TEM and measured by HR-TEM. The

increased thickness allowed the XPS to scan Ag nanostructure

limited about 2 nm. Thus the gradual increase of polymer

thickness under inert conditions enabled us to collect and compare

the data of binding energy by XPS from 10 to ≈ 5 to ≈ 2 nm. The

polymer thickness of particles as well as wires was comparable,

so the HR-TEM pictures of nanowires was shown in Figs. 2c and

3c, which made easy to visualize the polymer thickness.

The coated material was characterized as polycarbazole

by FT-IR and Raman spectroscopy and their spectrum is shown

Fig. 4a,b, respectively. The FT-IR of composites of nanowires

and particles was comparable. The band at 3427 cm-1 explains

N-H stretching vibrations, 13 the band at 1627 and 1406 cm-1

are due to the ring stretching vibrations14,15. The band at 577

cm-1 is due to N-H out of plane bending16. The bending vibra-

tion is suppressed due to the transmission of core metal

therefore, it is nominal when the polymer coating is thin, but

became prominent and well morph in thick coating. The

behavior of this and other bending vibrations elucidated that

increasing polymer thickness are helpful to reduce the metal

transmission12,16. It also supported the level of polymer thick-

ness which can minimize the metallic interference.

The Raman spectroscopy is very helpful to characterize

polymer over its surface due SERS (surface enhanced Raman

spectroscopy) character of nanomaterials17. It can magnify and

deconvolute the missing and merged bands appeared in FT-IR

spectroscopy. The C-C stretching vibration appeared at 1360

cm-1, 18 C=C and backbone stretching appeared in the

region19,20 of 1596-1544 cm-1 and C-N stretching vibration

appeared in region21 of 1465-1412 cm-1. The splitting of peak

is due to reduced and oxidized form of polymer around silver.

The region from 1285-1149 cm-1 is related to C-N stretching

alongwith C-H bending mode 22 and the peak at 1074 cm-1

gives the information about C-H in plane deformation19. The

splitting of peaks is due to the oxidized and reduced state of

polymer.

The surface atoms of the bulk metal materials are different

from their respective interior atoms11. The surface atoms are

at higher energy state as compared to their interior counterpart.

However, materials in nano range usually represent the surface

atoms of any bulk metal material that express their catalytic,

luminescence and some time memory based properties18.

Therefore, understanding the nanomaterials can be a way to

understand the surface atoms of that material. X-ray photo-

electron spectroscopy is the best technique that is helpful to

study the range of uniform atoms i.e., atoms having same

energy level by measuring their binding energy6,7. In this

experiment, the binding energy of silver nanowires, nano-

particles and their composite was measured and displayed in

Fig. 5a,b, respectively. The as obtained data consolidated that

Fig. 2. TEM photograph of showing thin polymer coating over (a) Ag nanowire, (b) Ag nanoparticles and (c) HR-TEM showing polymer thickness over

Ag nanostructure

Fig. 3. TEM photograph showing increase in polymer thickness (a) Ag nanowires, (b) Ag nanoparticles and (c) HR-TEM photograph showing the thickness
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Fig. 4. (a) FT-IR graph of thin and thick PCz coating and (b) Raman graph

of PCz over Ag nanostructures

polymer coating is useful to protect Ag nanostructures from

oxidation. It also proved helpful to show that atoms of Ag

nanostructres have same binding energy from 2-10 nm in

range. Moreover, the data displayed that intensity of Ag nano-

particles is more as compared to nanowires, which further

supported the idea that smaller the nanostructure have greater

the surface area. As the polymer coating is increased over

respective nanostructure, the intensity of binding energy

decreased accordingly. The 3d doublet at 367.9 and 373.9 eV

is due to 3d5/2 and 3d3/2, respectively23. Moreover, polymer

coating under inert environment just developed the thickness,

but not any electronic interaction, thus no shift in binding

energy is observed as polymer thickness is increased24. From

this experiment, it is also seen that intensity of Ag nanoparticle

is more as compared to Ag nanowires due to their more surface

area. Furthermore, experiment elucidated that polymer coating

under inert condition is helpful to protect surface atoms from

oxidation even within the range of 2 nm.

Conclusion

The silver nanowires and nanoparticles were synthesized

using polyol reduction method at 160 and 120 °C, respec-

tively. These nanostructures have been coated by polycarbazole

for approximate thickness of 5 ± 1 and 8 ± 1 nm under inert
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Fig. 5. XPS graph showing binding energy of (a) Ag nanowires and (b) Ag

nanoparticles in pure form and, thin and thick polymer coating form

conditions. The material was observed by TEM and polymer

thickness was measured by HR-TEM. Polymer coating was

confirmed by FT-IR and Raman spectroscopy. The binding

energy of pure Ag nanostructures and gradually coated

nanostructures was measured by XPS. X-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy data was collected from 10 to 2 nm for both

nanostructures, which displayed the binding energy of both

structures at 367.9 and 373.9 eV for electron of 3d orbital.

The XPS data of both nanostructures was comparable and

intensity of Ag nanoparticles is more as compared to nano-

wires. This study proved helpful to elucidate that polyol

reduction method is reliable to obtain complete reduced form

of Ag nanostructures and almost whole nanostructures have

uniform nature of its atoms and there is no heterojunction that

develop the potential difference within these nanostructures.

Moreover, PCz was proved to be suitable polymer that can develop

surface encapsulation without any chemical interaction.
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